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The Koyck Transformation

The Koyck transformation is much used in the COMET system

of OLS equations in time series. Let the original equation be -

t 0
x t-t’ +p2zt + e

t
= fro + ~lXt +/91°~ (xt-1 +or xt_2 +... ad inf.) +f2 zt + et

Write

(2) ~ Yt-i = g~0

(3)

+ apixt_i + fl (Xt_l -btxt_2 + ¯ ¯ ¯

+~e
t-1

ad inf. ) +~/B2 zt_i

Subtract (2)from (i)-

Yt =P0 (1 -¢~) +//21 (xt -~-Xt_l) +f2 (zt -°tzt-1)+d’Yt-1 + (et ~¢~et-1)

This is the tran~ormed version. The object is to" eliminate the

infinite series from form (1). The transformal~ion will be seen to

introduce a lagged depvar, and lagged functions of the indwars, on the

1%HS. The procedure then is usually to solve (3) by OLS. There are

6 coefficients to be estimated, namely/90 (1 -~), Pl’ -?1~ ete but

there are only 4 parameters, namely~,~0,,~l,p2, The validity of (1)

as a hypothesis will be ¯adjudged by the consistency of the estimates,

allowing for sampling errors.

The formal transformation applies even if one starts with

more than one infinite series on the RHS, e.g.

co                        om
t’ ~    ~ t’Y =P0+/el t’~ ~ x

+}2t’t 0 t-t’ =0 zt - t’ + et

\

(6)

q)

Wa have to consider only the effect of the first operation,i, e. substracting
c~yt

on the second Y on the RHS. This is easily seen to be -

~2Zt +f12 (y-¢6) (Zt_l+ F zt_2 +~2 zt_3+ ... ad irff.),

the last ¯term of which is in "geometric" form. Hence -

Y’t-W-Yt-1 - ~ (Yt-1- oLYt_2)

= Yt - (ol+?)y t-1 +~kYt.:2



In the OLS procedure outlined there is the fundamental
-)

theoretical objection that no account is taken of thenature of the

disturbance [. For form (1) to be meaningful ~t should be assumed to

2 2
to be regular (i.e. Eet=0 Eet=(r" (same for allt) and Eete =0,’ t1

t’ ~t. But if this be so, and~ O, the disturbance in (3) cannot
/

be regular, hence OLS procedure for coefficient estimation is invalid,

i.e. it would result in inconsistent estimates of the coefficients:

This objection would, of course, not apply if FIiVIL

procedure were adopted for solution assuming disturbances to be

normally distributed. This assumption would lead to its own practical

difficulties.

To people committed to theoretical consistency who wish

to use OI_~, the sensible course would be to use an inconstrained version
!

of (1), namely -

(1)’ Yt --~0 +/~1t~=0c¢’%’ xt-t’ +~2 zt +et’

the coefficients//70, !~’t’ =F~.± ~ t’ andr~2 to be estimated by OLS the



-3-

/, being indeterminate.

practice the oL(we assame o < ~< 1) coefficients

so that one or two lagged x terms will suffice.

Though in (i)’ ,the 7_ is formally to o~, in

tail off very rapidly,

If one’s theory oommits one

to geometrical progression terms as in (i), the ~can be estimated as the

!    ,
geometric mean of p 0,/BI ... , provided that these form a diminishing

sequence, as they are likely to do.

Form (3) in an unconstrained form may also be perfectly

sensible, as an initial hypothesis, namely as -

,                         rT ! Tr I
(3) Yt=fl~+/~xt+/1 xt-.Z+P2zt +/32 zt_l+// yt_l+et,

the coefficients being now absolutely unconstrained, the RHS containing

the lagged depvar, also one lagged term (there may, of course, be more)

OF each of the indvars. OLS procedure now assumes that the disturbances

are normally and indepently distributed. At least the nonautoregression

can be tested e_x post using DW or tau. One may even find that the

disturbances in both forms (1) ’and (3)’ are non-autoregressed. Choice

of which form to use might depend on the vahle of ~2 or s.

Treatment here is in the simplest forms of equations,

(I)’ etc. Generalisalation is obvious, including generalisation of the

conclusions.
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